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Welcome to the May 2012 edition 
of summit Magazine.  In this is-
sue our theme is success.  In very 

simple terms, success is the accomplish-
ment of something that is important to you.  
While our desire in emphasizing “success” 
is to celebrate accomplishments, I would 
like to take this opportunity to refocus the 
lens on our topic.

There is a good deal of time and media coverage dedicated to the celebra-
tion of particular exploits or achievements whether it be an Academy Award for 
acting or a nobel Peace Prize for contributing to the betterment of the human 
condition.  How often do we read about the “successes” of others and feel a 
twinge of envy and wish that their success might be ours?  Well, if we truly wish 
to experience success, we must consider the conditions that best promote it.  

Like growing corn, if you want a bountiful crop, it takes more than simply 
placing the seeds in the ground.  It requires constant management and a 
good deal of hard work to make certain that the conditions are right to pro-
mote growth. Once that is done, it takes a certain amount of luck.  success 
is no different.  

KARIBU
Welcome to Issue 15 
of summit Magazine 

LOOKING FORWARD 
TO JOINING THE ISM 
COMMUNITY

My family and I are thrilled at the prospect of joining the IsM com-
munity in August. My wife, Annalee and our two daughters, Alicia 
(9) and Emily (7) are excited about being part of a leading Inter-

national Baccalaureate school which offers one of the best outdoor pursuits 
programmes in the world and which is committed to boarding. I was so im-
pressed by the enthusiasm and energy demonstrated by all members of the 
community both in Arusha and Moshi and know that our experience living and 
working in Tanzania will change all of our lives. 

I am looking forward to working with the Board, Faculty, parents and of 
course students to continue to move the school from good to great.  It will be 
an immense privilege to work with you all in the knowledge that we have a 
common goal of wanting the very best for IsM.

I would like to extend my thanks to Robert and Amelia Woods for the dedi-
cation and hard work that that they have shown to the school during the last 
three years. It is clear that the school has had many successes during this 
time and I look forward to having the opportunity to build on this during my 
time as Director. My family and very much look forward to meeting and get-
ting to know you all in August.

Bob Horton

The terrain we must consider for the cultivation of success is our mental 
landscape.  We must be certain of our mental model, our goals.  We must 
gather our courage to bolster our self-image.  It is our personal strength that 
is to provide us with the confidence necessary to take risks and face failure.  
We must maintain a “can do” attitude that will support us in making tough 
choices and keep us going when we are confronted with obstacles.  

A strong character, solid values, and clear goals are critical aspects in 
preparing our mental landscape.   Equally important however is being ready 
for good opportunities.  You can’t have a detailed plan for everything you are 
going to do.  It is difficult to plan innovation or inspiration.  You must be ready 
for it, recognize it when it arrives, and then jump on it.  

While this may sound incredibly simple, we know that it is not so.  But, the 
truth of the matter is, success is like any other journey.  If we are to reach our 
destination, we must first decide to leave the house.  It starts with the first step.           

We invite you now to join us in celebrating the successes highlighted on 
the following pages.  We invite you too to recognize and ignite that potential 
for success within yourself.    

Kwaheri
Robert Woods
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sUMMIT WORLD 

KiLimANjARO 
mARAtHON T

he winner sprints across the finishing line at an extraordinary 
speed considering he had just run 42 kms without a break. The Kili 
Marathon now in its 12th year is going from strength to strength 
with around 3,500 runners participating. The IsM team had an all 

time high of 280 runners participating including parents teachers and even 
toddlers in back packs. The roads of Moshi were a sea of Orange T shirts as 
team IsM proudly ran in our new colour with the new logo emblazoned on the 
back. What a great start to the year!
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Residents Special Offer
$60 Bed and breakfast
$75 Half board
$90 Full board

North Tanzania
Moivaro Lodge, Arusha

Kia Lodge, Airport
Arusha Safari Lodge

Whistling Thorns, Tarangire
Migunga Forest Camp, Manyara

Crater Forest Tented camp
Marera Tented Camp, Karatu

Ikoma Tented, Serengeti
Robanda Safari Camp

Lake Natron Tented Camp
Tindiga Tented Camp, Lake Eyasi

South Tanzania
Selous Wilderness Camp

Kinyanguru Private Reserve, Selous
Ruaha Tented Camp

Zanzibar
Fumba Beach Lodge
Unguja Lodge
Che Che Vule
Swahili House, Stone Town
Tatu Bar & Restaurant

Kenya
Osoita Lodge, Nairobi

Morrocco
Maison Africa, Marrakesh
Riad Africa, Marrakesh
Sahara Camp Desert

Moivaro Lodges & Tented Camps
PO Box 11297, Arusha, Tanzania

Booking conditions: 
Booking available only 
15 days prior to arrival.

Reservations 
Tel: +255 (0) 27 2506315/86 
 +255 (0)754324193
Fax: +255 (0) 27 2506378

www.moivaro.com
reservations@moivaro.com

“time to unwind”
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nEWs
IsM sharing knowledge 
with the local community!

Secondary students from Arusha have been helping pupils from nearby 
Magereza Primary school. Every Wednesday as part of a CCA 9 IsM 
students share their IT knowledge by teaching pupils from the school 

basic computer skills. For more information on Community projects email 
lindaw@ismoshi.net

Performing artists from 
nYC visit Arusha Campus

In early June we were delighted to welcome on Arusha campus teaching 
artists trained a the the Juilliard school in new York. A team of 8 artists 
taught performing arts to our secondary students. Organised as the Aru-

sha Arts Initiative they believe in the power of change through the arts. The 
workshops offered students the opportunity to develop communication and 
teamwork skills and we look forward to welcoming them back to the school in 
the not too distant future. For more information visit www.juilliard.edu

Future stars Academy & 
Moivaro Youth Football League

This year on Arusha Campus Moivaro Youth Football League has worked 
along side Tanzanian Football clubs with the aim of supporting under-
priviliged children in Tanzania. Every Wednesday and saturday the 

IsM fields were full of Future stars Academy teams of boys and girls from 
age 10 up to 16. The last match was held on March 17th and Jan Poulsen the 
Tanzanian national team coach was there to hand out cups for the season. 
If you would like to contribute or participate in the league or find out more 
information information about Future stars Academy and the Youth League 
please visit www.Futurestars.org

new Fee structure

This year the school made 
the decision to restruc-
ture fees in an effort 

to ensure we are more afford-
able so that more students can 
take advantage of our World 
Class International Education. 
You can find this information 
in more detail on our website 
www.ismoshi.org 

tHE bEst i’vE 
EvER sEEN 

says IB inspector William Wanyonyi

Towards the end of the last academic year we had the most amazing 
news related to our IB Diploma program. We had an unannounced 
visit with the intention of auditing our May  2012 exams. Fifty-eight 

different aspects of IsM’s diploma progamme official May 2012 exams were 
assessed and the IB inspector sat through one exam session in which three 
Math exams were given. The IB inspector reviewed fifty-eight different items 
critical to the effective administration of exams. The conclusion after the 
thorough inspection was that every single one is being implemented. To 
quote from the inspection report: “The Coordinator was totally in control of 
running the exams as stipulated by IB regulations. In overall, the school is 
doing excellent work regarding administration of IB exams.” In the closing 
meeting with the Dimploma Coordinator, rick fitzpatrick, and secondary 
Head, Totty aris, the IB school Inspector, William Wanyonyi, reported 
that IsM’s DP exam arrangements and administration were “the best he had 
ever seen from the many schools he had inspected”.

Umoja suzuki Music school

On Arusha campus we are incredibly privileged to have the Umoja 
Music programme housed in our music department. Many of you 
have your children enrolled for classes with Umoja and will know 

that it’s the only suzuki Music school in East Africa. Umoja, together with its 
partner organisation Community Arts Trust, works on creating performances 
that feature collaborations between visual artists, musical artists and local 
community. For information on Umoja’s regular performances, concerts and 
musical projects that the community arts programme works on please visit 
www.umoja-arts.com or email umoja.arts@gmail.com

FULL YEAR PAYMENT
If you choose to pay for the whole year before 
1st July 2012, you should pay the following 
amount:

 Day Student Boarder

Early Childhood Us$   5,200

P1 – P6 Us$   8,400 Us$   8,400

M1 - M3 Us$ 11,025 Us$ 15,425

M4 and M5 Us$ 11,625 Us$ 16,025

Diploma Us$ 13,125 Us$ 19,625

Look out for the Wonder Workshop

Be sure to visit the Wonder Workshop next time you’re in Dar. Run 
by a team of handicapped people the workshop makes a variety of 
unique art pieces using recycled materials. For more information call 

+255 (0) 754 051 417 or visit www.wonderwelders.org to find our where 
their products are on sale in your area or email info@wonderwelders.org
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For three of our Tanzanian students, the start of 2012 was one of the best 
years of their young lives. In August this year Kennedy Mmasi, from 
Arusha, will be flying to America to take up a full four year scholar-

ship to Harvard University to study Economics. Kennedy was one of 35,000 
applicants for a scholarship at the world famous University.

Kennedy says “The IB Diploma provides a very broad curriculum with a 
great deal of emphasis on critical thinking, creativity, multiple perspectives, 
and research skills, as well as action through service in the community”. 
Kennedy has a dream, a big dream.

“My dream is to study hard, do the best I can and come back to Tanzania 
to work in either the education or energy sectors”. But whilst he has a big 
dream and the most amazing career mapped out ahead of him, Kennedy is 
very keen to emphasise that “I owe so much to my parents for believing in me 
and ensuring I went to the best school in Tanzania to do the IB Diploma. I can 
never thank them enough for sending me to IsM.”

Wolfgang Seya, of Moshi, will be starting at Duke University to study 
Electrical or Mechanical Engineering. Wolfgang attended a local school in 
Moshi and applied for the IsM scholarship to study the IB Diploma after being 
inspired by other IsM scholarship students. 

“One of the best things about my time at IsM has been the people, the 
amazing community and being a part of that. Everyone is so friendly, the 
teachers, our boarding parents and fellow students. When we found out we’d 
got our scholarships the whole community celebrated with us, they were so 
happy we had succeeded.”

One of the best things about
my time at ISM was the sheer 
diversity of people that make

up the school community

Salome Kiduko from Dar es salaam who will be going to Colgate Univer-
sity to study either Biology or Biochemistry; she is so excited she hasn’t been 
able to make up her mind which yet. salome who is gaining work experi-
ence with an nGO translating says, “One of the best things about my time 
at IsM was the sheer diversity of people that make up the school community. 
Priscillla Makundi has also been offered a full scholarship and will attend 
Middlebury College to study libral arts. 
All three scholarships are worth in the region of $260,000 over four years, and the offers 
were based on a combination of many different factors, including their sAT results but more 
specifically the IB education available at IsM.

A vERY 
suCCEssFuL YEAR 
FOR sCHOLARsHiPs

Daryl Rusted and our students tell us all about it.

WELL DONE !
name college & university acceptance
alexandra huddart uK: Goldsmiths, London south Bank Universities
amaar nanabhai  us: northwestern University, Emory, Cornell, Michigan, Tufts, 

University of southern California and University of Miami 
(scholarship) 

anisha Dave canada: Alberta and Memorial University (Presidential 
scholarship) 

Batul Moosajee canada: Emily Carr College of Art & Design 
Brian Mashiba us: savannah College of Art/Design (scholarship)
chloe rismann uK: Glasgow Us: seton Hall University; scholarships 

at Loyola  University of new Orleans and Roger Williams 
University   Canada: Alberta University

eric Maimu us: Tampa Univ. (scholarship) Canada: Carleton, Alberta 
University (scholarship)

florence Martin uK: Cardiff Metropolitan University, East London
hubert Baissac uK: Durham, Exeter, Loughborough, and Warwick Universities 
imran Khanbhai us: scholarships at Lynn, Trinity & syracuse University; 

University of Miami
Jaspreet Dhariwal uK: Kingston, London Metropolitan, University of West 

London , and University of Westminster
Kathleen Wang canada: Alberta (scholarship), Univ. of British Columbia 

and University of Toronto
Katie ness us: northwest University 
Kennedy Mmasi us: Harvard University (Full scholarship)

Laxmika patel uK: Brunel, Kingston, London Metropolitan, West London, 
Westminster

Muneeb Mahmod uK: East London, Greenwich, Middlesex University, 
Westminster 

Mustafa Yamani uK: Coventry University, Greenwich, Kingston, Portsmouth 
Universities

Oltesh Loibooki canada: Memorial University (scholarship)
pieta rupia canada: Carleton, UBC, Waterloo University (Presidential 

scholarship)
priscilla Makundi  us: Middlebury College (Full scholarship)
rukaiya nurbhai uK: Metropolitan University, Portsmouth University
salome Kiduko  (IsM Class of 2011) us: Colgate University (Full need 

scholarship )
sara cerenius us: Davidson College Canada: McGill University UK: UCL, 

Edinburgh, Durham, Birmingham and Brighton Universities 
shazia nagji canada: University of saskatchewan, Alberta and Univ. of 

British Columbia (UBC)
sheilat Kilahama uK: Greenwich, Kent, London Metropolitan, Portsmouth 

University Canada: Alberta, UBC and Calgary University
sued Kilahama (IsM Class of 2011) Us: University of Tampa, Florida institute 

of Technology, suffolk University, Long Island University
simon Macodemba (IsM Class of 2011) canada: Memorial University (Pres. 

scholarship)
Wolfgang seiya  us: Duke University (Full scholarship)



newsflash
Moses Swai one of our scholarship students for the August in take has 
attained the status as the NO 1 student in Tanzania’s national exams. 
Over 200,000 students particiated in these exams nationwide.
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sCHOLARsHIP nEWs
ism 2012 uNivERsitY 
sCHOLARsHiP 
ACCEPtANCEs 

Daryl Rusted our University counselor reports

Receiving an education at IsM has again proven invaluable as evi-
denced by the latest acceptances of our students into excellent uni-
versities throughout the world.  Even with the dramatic increase in 

the number of students applying to universities worldwide, this year’s IsM 
graduating class has proven that they can indeed compete with secondary 
school students from anywhere in the world.  Accordingly, just as the compe-
tition for university entry has increased, so too has the competition for receiv-
ing financial assistance from universities as well.  Fortunately IsM students 
have been able to receive scholarships this year totaling nearly $2 million. 
This amount includes 4 individual full need scholarships for four years of 
education at a Us university.  With many of the students receiving numerous 
university admissions, they will indeed have a very difficult time choosing the 
university they will attend.  As we wait to hear about more university admis-
sion offers for our IsM students I want to take this opportunity to congratulate 
the following students who have already received university admission offers 
and scholarships, and to extend a very sincere thank you to the staff at IsM 
fortheir support in making these university “dreams” come true for these 
deserving young people. 

The IsM scholarship Programme

The programme aims to help develop future leaders for Tanzania by 
giving talented local students full scholarships to study the IB Di-
ploma at our Moshi campus. We ensure these students are successful 

by providing them with free admission to the IB Diploma programme which 
includes tuition, boarding, full participation in co-curricular activities, and 
supportive pastoral care. Additionally the students receive expert coaching 
for university application.

OuR Aim is tO
•	 Extend	the	opportunity	for	excellent	education	to	outstanding	disadvantaged	

Tanzanian students.

•	 Develop	and	prepare	ambitious	Tanzanian	students	for	future	leadership	
positions	within	the	nation	and	East	Africa.

We also aim to provide a minimum of 2 full scholarships every year. 
This year we are pleased to announce that we have been able to offer four 
brilliant students the chance to study at IsM. 

If you would like to find out more about this programme or make a tax 
efficient donation to the fund please either visit our website on  
www.ismoshi.org or contact sue Jones on suej@ismoshi.net

NEWsFLAsH
NEXt ACADEmiC YEAR WE ARE AbLE 
tO OFFER 4 FuLL sCHOLARsHiPs 
tO tANZANiAN NAtiONALs. 

A very big congratulations to Moses Swai from Feza Boys (pictured), Fabian Sillas from 
Ilboru secondary school, Paschalia Nsato from Barbro-Johansson school (pictured) and 
Lisa Chille from st Francis Girls, Mbeya. They will join us in August for the start of their two 
year Diploma programme.

What an experience 
Wolfgang	tells	us	about	attending	school	at	Moshi.

“I find it very hard to summarize my experiences in the past two years 
as a student at IsM. All I know is that I am now changed positively 
and I am inspired to change my society through my learning. I 

will always be grateful to the school’s scholarship program, which gave 
me the unique opportunity to study the International Baccalaureate, as a 
boarder at IsM. At first, it wasn’t as easy a programme as I expected and 
I faced lots of challenges from the language to the use of technology for 
learning, which I had never been exposed to before. But soon, taking the 
learning challenge became enjoyable due to the friendly and encouraging 
learning atmosphere the school has. Thanks to my fellow students and 
teachers, for their willing cooperation and assistance which has helped 
my progress so far. I will also always remember the CAs program, which 
not only helped me to realize my responsibility to the society, but also was 
the place and time to remove stress from studies. studying here did not 
only change me positively, but also shaped my future. I look forward to 
studying engineering and other courses relating to history and economics 
which will help me change Tanzania in the fields of education and energy 
resources in the future”

With thanks Wolfgang Seiya
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PRIMARY
tHE HitCHHiKER’s GuiDE 
tO tHE PRimARY YEARs 
PROGRAmmE

Our Primary school curriculum follows the International Baccalaure-
ate priMarY Years prOGraMMe (pYp) which aims to ad-
dress the education of the whole child in and out of the classroom, 

academically and emotionally; it aspires to teach holistically and make 
learning relevant and therefore enjoyable and inspiring. 

The central purpose is to develop the child as an inquirer and therefore 
the system encourages students to take ownership of their learning and de-
velop skills and attitudes to help prepare them for life in a global world. 

What this actually means in reality is students study traditional disci-
plines of learning such as English and other languages, Mathematics, sci-
ence, Technology. social studies, Physical Education and various art forms. 
What makes the curriculum distinct is that these subjects are not taught in 
isolation but through teaching approaches that highlight how subjects are 
interconnected.

Here is an example of a recent P1 and 2 Unit where core ideas and links 
were made across all the traditional academic subjects.

Overall theme: 
artists use different ways to express ideas and feelings

MaThs students learnt about shape, scale and fractions.

enGLish students read biographies of artists; wrote descriptions of 
artwork; and developed vocabulary to express feelings in response to dif-
ferent art pieces and then presented their own art to peers and parents.

sWahiLi students visited a local gallery and explored traditional and 
contemporary art forms. They also had guest speakers come to the class.

science students experimented with colour, colour mixing and the 
colour wheel.

sOciaL sTuDies students studied famous artists and how their emo-
tions and feelings were translated into their art works.

A “unit of 
inquiry” is 
taught and 
driven by the 
following 
questions or 
concepts.
•	 What	is	it	like?

•	 How	does	it	work?

•	 Why	is	it	like	it	is?

•	 How	is	it	changing?

•	 How	is	it	connected	to	other	
things?

•	 What	are	the	points	of	view?

•	 What	is	our	responsibility?

•	 How	do	we	know?

WE tEACH……….
We teach factual knowledge that covers the traditional subjects.

We teach skill development. 

We teach how to apply the knowledge and skills.

We teach the development of attitudes.

We teach how to take responsible action.

some common questions
Won’t the other core subjects get neglected if we just focus on 
the unit of inquiry?
no they won’t. Maths and English can continue as stand alone subjects when 
there is not a natural connection.

Why do teachers have to work on the student’s attitudes? 
isn’t that the parents’ job?
Educating a child is a team effort. The parents will work on developing their 
child’s attitudes, and as we are in the business of educating the whole child, 
we’ll also work on developing our students’ attitudes. It is our role to design 
activities, which will promote positive attitudes. The Attitudes we focus on 
are: Appreciation, Commitment, Confidence, Cooperation, Creativity, Curiosity, 
Empathy, Enthusiasm, Independence, Integrity, Respect and Tolerance.

how do teachers assess students?
We regularly assess our student’s work and this is on going throughout the 
year. Teachers use a range of techniques including tests, self-assessment, 
group assessments, peer assessments, work samples, and anecdotal records. 
Teachers also use developmental continuums in English and Maths that enable 
them to plan learning experiences to match the needs of all children.

ISM	administers	”International	Schools	Assessment”	tests	in	reading,	writing	
and	mathematics	to	students	in	classes	P4,	P5	and	P6	each	year.	The	tests	
are	prepared	and	assessed	by	an	accredited	agency.	Parents	are	provided	with	
individual	results	for	their	child.

What is meant by taking action?
Taking action is a vital part of the curriculum, as it demonstrates to students 
the relevance and purpose of what they’ve been investigating in the inquiry. 

Why do we get our students to reflect?
Reflection encourages students to assess their work and consider their own 
learning. It supports the development of a deeper understanding of the content 
and the actual inquiry itself. It also helps the teacher, by providing feedback 
about how a child is learning.

What is the Learner profile?
The Learner Profile is central to the work of the school. As a community of 
learners we all aspire to the attributes of the learner profile.

Inquirers,	Thinkers,	Communicators,	Risk-takers,	Knowledgeable,	Principled,	
Caring,	Open-minded,	Balanced	and	Reflective.

For more in depth information visit www.ismoshi.org www.ibo.org 

Maree Raeburn and Cindy	Van	Den	Heuval	give	us	the	low	down
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EARLY CHILDHOOD

EXPLORiNG tHE 
FivE sENsEs 
WitH EC! 

Ishbel Brydon and Amelia Woods report. 

Our Five senses are very important! In Arusha our ec class discov-
ered that making popcorn required all five senses! What an exciting 
way to prove a scientific fact! 

The children still remember the song that their I.T. teacher Christine 
Matemu taught them from the Internet. ‘see, hear, smell, taste, touch – We 
use them every day!’ As the song goes, the students certainly discovered that 
their five senses help them to learn. 

The EC visited the shanga Bead Project where 90 per cent of the work-
ers are deaf. The children tried to imagine not having one of their senses. 
They saw how the beads were made and a few risk-takers even tried blowing 
glass. Before we left we used sign language to thank the workers. 

We love our five senses! 

Free Early childhood Playgroup
Don’t forget to tell your friends about the free early childhood playgroup 
that runs on Arusha Campus. Every Wednesday the EC playground and 
class is open for any parent with a child three or under to come and meet 
other mums and their toddlers and try out our wonderful campus and meet 
the EC class staff. Tea and coffee is provided. The playgroup runs from 
2.30 to 4.00pm. 

For more information contact sue Jones on suej@ismoshi.net

In Moshi, we enjoyed investigating all units particularly the one about life 
cycles. We were flowers growing in a pot as you can see in the picture, we saw 
caterpillars hatching from eggs and we planted beans. But the biggest high-
light was a chameleon we adopted and had to learn how to care for. 

Our favorite projects were making the butterfly life cycle using art me-
diums, making a delicious, scented, beautiful, noisy and soft “Our senses” 
book and useing handprints to create all kinds of artwork. 

Celebrating our cultures was also an important part of our journey. From 
the Indian Diwali the festival of lights to setsubun a Japanese tradition we 
became a little more knowledgeable about all the 16 nationalities represent-
ed in EC Moshi. 

The best critical thinking activity was to think about our “Mums”. Do you 
know what mums are for? According to Jay moms are to take us to school and 
pick us up. Marika said mums are to make lasagnas and to tell you to sit 
down and eat. nina thinks mums are to go shopping and buy food. Carlotta 
reasoned that babies are born from mums; if there are no mums there are 
no babies. Imani Donnelly thinks mums look very nice and if the kids do not 
have mums they will cry. 

And according to Miss Amelia, EC children exist to give meaning to her life!
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• Sport
• Gym
• Swimming pool
• A variety of Studio Classes

Contact Details
Tel: +255 689 121 444
Email: thefitheron@gmail.com 

Heron Recreational Centre
3 Locations combined in one

Johnny’s Bar
Open Daily from 9am to 10pm
Monday closed

Savannah Grill 
Fine Dinning
Wednesday &Saturday evening

“The most delicious food in town”

classic wood fired pizza
Delightful outdoor eating
friday night dinner with 

live entertainment
Monday to Thuresday 9am to 5pm

sunday closed 

haile selassie road
arusha

0785 555 127
theheron@bol.co.tz

Available at the Blue Heron
& the Heron Recreation Centre
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PRIMARY
“How Organized Communities Work” 

Chelsea Koenigs updates	us	on	what	P1/P2	have	been	learning	this	year.	

One of the themes this year for students in p1 and p2 involved ana-
lyzing how people live and work together in organized communities.

On Arusha campus, our students visited two local schools ena-
bling them to draw comparisons between the organization of buildings, re-
sources and people of these two learning communities. Through this process 
they defined the classroom and school resources under the categories of 
“needs” and “wants”. 

On Moshi campus, the process led the class to create and construct a 
quilt that demonstrated their role in their community. They reflected on the 
activity by identifying what they would like their role to be in any community 
that they may be part of in the future.  For many students the reflection on 
their future role revealed the groups’ selfless nature, as their choice of what 
to be, seemed to be based on helping others. 

students concluded it was easier to explain the organization of build-
ings and resources than it was people. In an effort to better understand how 
people are organized while working in communities, students undertook the 
planning of an event for IsM’s “Book Week”, which consisted of creating and 
putting up posters publicizing the book event as well as writing and making 
announcements over the school PA system. All students enjoyed decorating 
the class doorways with brightly painted door frames in Arusha and creative 
book cover doors in Moshi!

All classes demonstrated a real desire to contribute to the welfare and suc-
cess of a community activity. Well done students! What a fantastic contribution.

DisCOvERiNG tHE ARts 
Kelly Smith and Jann Hattle report

The p3/4 classes from both Moshi and Arusha campuses brushed, 
stroked and rhymed their way through the ‘Creative Expression’ unit 
from December 2011 – February 2012. students inquired into the arts 

as an avenue for creative expression, particularly exploring different aspects 
of art and the role of art in society (specifically Tanzanian society).  From poetry 
writing, to readers’ theatre and batik creations, to Tinga Tinga painting mas-
terpieces, the students’ appreciation and open-mindedness towards the arts 
allowed them to investigate new skills and develop natural talents. In Moshi  
through the production “Who’s Afraid of the Big, Bad Wolf” the class learnt 
about drama, dance, stage make-up, costumes and props by exploring the 
idea that the arts is an avenue for creative expression.

Ruth painted a colourful picture of “snow White”

sil painted a superb picture of one 
of the three little pigs.

The 3 day Tinga Tinga workshop with 
Mama Tinga Tinga. students not only 
created their own paintings but also 

learned about the background and influ-
ence of this famous Tanzanian art style..  

Cinquain poetry allowed students to dis-
cover parts of speech, including nouns, 
adjectives, participles and synonyms. 
This student sample is written about her 
home country of Madagascar. 
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‘We can invent a contraption!’ 
shouts John Lane. 

“Wild Weather!” 
The p5/6	students	on	Moshi	campus	conducted	a	unit	of	inquiry	called	

“Wild	Weather”	says	Marlaina Harper.  

Students learned more about how weather changes as a result of environ-
mental factors and human influence. To become more familiar with the 

lines of inquiry, students created weather-measuring devices and conducted 
multi-week long labs collecting and representing weather data.  

students explored a “storm Chaser’s Lab” by rotating through discovery 
stations about different storms and their causes and effects to humans and the 
environment.  Many of the unit’s concepts were further investigated and learned 
through a ‘hands on’ three-day field study in West Kilimanjaro at simba Farm.  

Moshi students worked together with students from the Arusha campus 
to investigate more about how weather changes, environmental factors that 
affect weather, and how humans can influence weather.  students learned 
the importance of studying weather patterns around Kilimanjaro and how 
they affect farming in the area.  

The class wrapped up the unit with a “Town Hall” debate on global cli-
mate change and its affect on weather.  The last week of the unit, students 
came to school, dressed professionally ready to share what they had learnt 
from the unit in a mock interview for a meteorologists job at our classroom’s 
P5/6 news station.  Everyone enjoyed the tasks and were enthusiastic about 
explaining and sharing their thinking and understanding of the unit

The Task:  design a mechanism with 
which to pop a balloon.  

The Rules: this task must be com-
pleted in no less than 3 distinct steps. 

The Challenge: the more steps and the 
more complicated, the better. 

Each	 group	 was	 given	 a	 selection	
of identical items to start with: ball 
bearings, brass weights, half pipes, 
string, pulleys, rulers, wooden blocks, 
and a thumb tack.  Aside from these 
items they were allowed to use any-
thing else they could think of.  Things 
got very creative!

students and teachers from both primary and secondary were invited to 
come and observe a demonstration of the amazing contraptions.  As balls 
rolled down ramps, knocking over blocks that pulled strings that lifted cups 
that released weights that dropped on levers that rammed thumbtacks into 
balloons.  The ‘ooohs’ and ‘ahhhs’ of the audience were only drowned out by 
the triumphant shouts of the successful inventors!

P4/5 looked at the many ways that technology impacts our lives.  
Looking at inventions of the past and how these discoveries 

changed the course of human history brought about much wonder.  Although 
the impacts of these technologies were often positive, questions arose about 
whether advancing technology ever set us back. In that vein, the students set 
upon a quest to invent a new and complicated way to achieve a simple task. 
They called this project “Contraptions.” 

How do famous artists show weather patterns in their paintings?   by Annie Bigg
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PRIMARY
What is the Primary Years Exhibition?

In the final year of Primary, students participate in a final project, which is 
called The Primary Exhibition. The exhibition is a highlight of the calendar 

and engages students in their final year of Primary school in an independent 
inquiry into an issue that has global significance. This requires each student 
to demonstrate engagement with the five essential elements of the PYP pro-
gramme: knowledge, concepts, skills, attitudes and action. 

Conducted in the spirit of personal and shared responsibility, as well as a 
final assessment activity the Exhibition is a celebration as students move 
from the Primary into the middle years of schooling. 

A REFuGEE’s LiFE. 
Shawna Spady	tells	us	how	P6	investigated.

This year’s exhibition on arusha campus falls under the trandiscipli-
nary theme, “Who We Are.” And here are some of the central ideas our 
p6 pupils this year are working on in Arusha 
Anikaa Aggarwal – People have a responsibility to help hungry people
Sharan Aggarwal – A variety of elements help improve a person’s athletic ability
Chloe Anderson – The process of adoption can change a child’s life immensely
Koloina	Andrianaivo – Child slavery affects the lives of children
Vie Bierens – Deforestation affects human’s health
Paulo Boner – People are shaped by the process of evolution
Thimo de Boer – People can be attracted to media which can affect the way they act
Rawan Dakik – People’s health is affected by nutrition
Loes Gerrits – People are social creatures who have friends for a variety of reasons
Michael Hinderlie – Exercising your brain is good for the memory
Keito Katsumi – The tsunami in Japan changed the life of people living in the northeast
Jacqueline Kortland – Music affects children’s mind and body in many ways
Isabella Kortland – All street kids have a right to a good quality of life
Arthur Kubai – People should take responsibility by exercising their body
Ben Maposa – Peer pressure affects people’s behaviors, actions and attitudes
Ejofon Ellis Odjurhe – People choose their careers for different reasons
Parth Patel – To do sports we should be healthy
Arianna Pirbhai – People’s health is affected by smoking
Sebastian Rechsteiner – All children deserve to have an education

And in Moshi the p6 students’ exhibition falls under the transdiscipli-
nary theme ‘How we organize ourselves.’  We’ve called our exhibition 
‘Being Human.’ The central ideas our students are inquiring into are:
Annie Bigg – People organize their lives in different ways to maintain a healthy lifestyle.
Michael Kammleiter – Different systems are needed to fix man-made disasters.
Safiya Khaki – As humans there are many factors that influence our choices.
Oshin Joshipura – Organisations can help eradicate substance abuse. (Alcohol)
Tanpreet Dhani – Organisations can help eradicate substance abuse. (smoking)
Srija Maddipatla – Humans use different systems or processes to find sources of energy.
Lee Mutharia – People put systems in place to stop the impact of poverty.

P6 students from Arusha Campus “walked in the shoes” of refugees as 
part of their unit of inquiry, “Move It or Lose It”. 

students found themselves in family groupings having to carry their belong-
ings and follow clues to search for a refugee camp, dodging “soldiers” and 
authority figures along the way. They each carried a ‘baby’ and helped one 
injured family member to safely reach the camp. 

Once they arrived, they needed to produce identification in order to enter 
the confines of the camp and get their rations of rice. some groups found 
themselves without identification and were herded by the soldiers into the Un 
truck where they needed to complete a registration form in order to enter the 
refugee camp. By helping each other, all family groups safely made it into the 
camp, where they then had to search for both water and wood. 

Once the day was over, students were happy to go home to a warm bed, 
food and water. 
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CONtENt 
AND CRitiCAL 
tHiNKiNG
TODAY’s EDUCATIOn MUsT EnsURE sTUDEnTs ARE ABLE TO THInK CRITICALLY AnD AssEss 
InFORMATIOn In ORDER TO BE ABLE TO sURVIVE THE InCREAsInGLY COMPETITIVE AnD 
COMPLEx FUTURE WHICH LIEs BEFORE THEM, sAYs ANDREW VANDENMEuLEN
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FEATURE

T
his morning, as usual I’m online researching for up-to-
the-minute political news to incorporate into my secondary 
lesson plans. Dropping down from the Rss feed toolbar on 
the search engine, the stories of the day tumbled across 
my screen.  Headlines included ‘Airlines to Avoid n Korea 
Rocket’, ‘somalia Market Bombing Kills 12’, ‘Dior names 
Galliano Replacement’, ‘Outrage Over Girl surfing Whale 

shark’, and ‘Height Linked to Ovarian Cancer’.   I was looking for something 
to share with one of my afternoon Humanities classes, something to include 
in discussions of the evolving concepts of government or the implications 
of globalization on the cocoa plantations of the Ivory Coast.  But I found 
something I was not quite counting on, something rooted in the whole range 
of stories I had to filter through in order to find my current event for the day. 
simply put, students need a skill set that will allow them to make sense of the 
barrage of information they face in and outside of school.

With a few keystrokes or touch pad swipes, students are able to access a 
huge quantity of information that would have taken 
hours for a middle school student to research twenty 
years ago.  no longer are classrooms restricted to the 
fourth editions of texts, previously treated as course 
scripture; no longer are students bound to the param-
eters contained within these tomes. In his RsA Animate 
podcast “Changing Paradigms” sir Ken Robinson, edu-
cation commentator, challenges us to step out of the 
Industrial Model of education, to give up on the precon-
ceived notion that one set of information, delivered in 
a single manner is sufficient to address the needs of 
learners today.  This widely held presupposition of a ‘one 
size fits all’ education ignores the fact that our students 
are bringing a variety of learning styles to the table, 
interpreting ideas through a kaleidoscope of cultural 
values, and moving into their futures with an education that’s required to 
inform their work and practice for the next twenty years in situations we can 
barely fathom today.

What then should today’s education offer a class of students?  Last week I 
wrapped up our enquiry into the causes of the First World War with a class of 
fifteen year olds.  Looking back on it now, and considering the wide range of 
passports represented within those walls, I have to wonder what those les-
sons meant to the scottish boy at the front of the class, the Greek-American 
girl beside her Dutch friend, the newly arrived Australian boy, and the Ger-
man girl near the back.  What did I offer them that had value, meaning, and 
significance for their portfolio of knowledge and understanding?  Each of us 
who have an investment in education in any way (and that should include all 

of us) need to assess what it is that formal schooling should be committed 
to, first and foremost.  Given the nature of the students in the classroom, and 
the future they are peering at times apprehensively into, what can years of 
successive school days provide that is of greatest value?

How will knowledge of the four main causes of the First World War serve my 
students after the unit is long finished?  If it is only to be able to repeat my 
words in some future discussion then that class has been let down by their 
programme. Knowledge is one thing; the ability to think critically and transfer 
that knowledge is another thing entirely.  Regardless of the circumstances 
of our own experiences of school, we are all capable of authentic and crea-
tive thought, we can each generate innovative analysis, it appears that it 
takes little input to unearth our human ingenuity.  What matters now is that 
students are able to question, elaborate, and connect ideas in known and 
unknown situations by design, not merely by chance.

How did my own schooling twenty years ago, a time where there was no 
‘blogosphere’, no ‘wikis’, no ‘youtube’, prepare me for 
today?  Was I adequately equipped to be able to adjust 
my world view when faced with global warming, inter-
national terrorism, and a global population of 7 billion 
plus? Can I now with confidence say that my own stu-
dents are appropriately ready for their world in 2032?  
I can.  How can this be?  We still study the causes of 
the First World War and expect students to be able to 
discuss the major and minor causes ignited by the as-
sassination of Ferdinand in 1914 by Gamilo Princip.  
What is significant now is that these understandings 
aren’t locked away, available only in case a discussion 
on pre-1914 Europe breaks out.  The years leading to 
the First World War offer a scenario through which the 
concepts of change, systems, and global interactions 

can be investigated in such a way that they are available in one week and 
in twenty years.   

Recently, many educational theorists have attempted to capture the essence 
and importance of these concepts to a child’s learning.  none do it better 
than Lynn Erickson who in her 2008 book Stirring the Head, Heart, and 
Soul describes the role of the “thematic concept” which acts as a vehicle for 
students’ inquiry into the essential, global, timeless ideas and the means to 
explore the essence of a subject.  These concepts provide the intrinsic value 
of the content of the subject, giving an answer to why the content is even 
being taught at all.  now, finally, teachers have the answer to the perennial 
question of ‘Why are we learning this?’

With a few 
keystrokes 

or touch pad 
swipes, students 

are able to 
access a huge 

quantity of 
information
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Judith Fabian, author of ‘Principled Teaching and Learning’, and head of 
programme development with the International Baccalaureate provides 
a model for today’s multicultural classroom.  she writes that, “Teaching 
through concepts allows and encourages teachers to teach beyond the lo-
cal context and national and cultural boundaries.” Is there a concept then 
that is illuminated by the study of the causes of World War One, a concept 
that applies not only to this one topic but can extend to other times, other 
locations, even other disciplines?  If so, then there is hope for my students 
whose diverse range of experiences and individual ways of thinking can help 
to inform and enrich the potential power of that concept.

Importantly, the study of events one hundred years past can take on new 
relevance to the student if it can shed light on current events abroad or just 
beyond their doors.  With the international mindedness sought after in our 
and all IB schools, Fabian astutely claims that, “approaching those issues 
through key concepts will provide a breadth of knowledge and insight that 
will lead to a deeper understanding of the related local issue.”  These key 
concepts are those powerful ideas that relate to the particular topic of study 
but also transcend both that topic and discipline.  These key concepts are 
available now and twenty years from now, to provide context and meaning 
in new situations.

My fifteen year old students can be equipped with more than just the narra-
tive of Europe’s pursuit of new territories and the Anglo-German naval race.  
They can use these stories to add substance to their appreciation for the 
concept of change, the causes, processes and consequences of change – 
and use them to appreciate the forces that shape our world.  When I project 
on the screen the words: Interaction between individuals, societies 
and environments causes and influences change, my students are 
given the foundation to open any text, newspaper, or blog for that matter, and 
think deeply and critically about that topic, event or issue.  They can still give 
the account of Princip’s role in the assassination that sparked the Great War, 
but moreover they can find Princip in the arts, industry, and politics.

With the multitude of news stories just a click away and any and all informa-
tion within reach of a keyword, school isn’t just about divulging information 
any more.  students need an education that is more than a portfolio divided 
by the labels of their subject groups: “science”, “Math”, “Geography”, “Mu-
sic”, and “French”.  They need a tool kit that functions across disciplines 
and beyond the classroom, a tool kit that is as functional now as it will be 
twenty years from now; and the International Baccalaureate Middel years 
Programme does just that.

sEvEN tHiNGs tHAt mAKE 
ib PROGRAmmEs sPECiAL
1.		 IB	programmes	are	recognized	around	the	world	and	ensure	an	

increased	adaptability	and	mobility	for	IB	students.
2.		The	curriculum	and	teaching	of	IB	programmes	focus	on	

international	perspectives	of	learning	and	teaching,	while	insisting	
that	students	fully	explore	their	home	culture	and	language.

3.		 IB	World	Schools	must	undergo	an	exhaustive	authorization	process	
in	order	to	offer	one	or	more	of	the	programmes,	which	includes	a	
study	of	the	school’s	resources	and	commitment	to	the	IB	mission	
and	philosophy.	

4.	 IB	teachers	participate	in	a	wide	variety	of	professional	
development	opportunities	to	constantly	update	their	knowledge	
and	share	their	expertise	with	colleagues	around	the	world.

5.	 Many	students	graduating	from	the	Diploma	Programme	find	that	
it	enhances	their	opportunities	at	tertiary	institutions.

6.	 The	core	components	of	IB	programmes	encourage	students	to	
participate	in	creative	and	service-oriented	activities,	while	at	the	
same	time	emphasizing	the	importance	of	reflection	on	a	personal	
and	academic	level.

IsM IB CAMPARIsOns
•	 An	average	ISM	student	(31	IB	points)	is	given	413	UCAS	points.	An	A	

Level student with three grade As only gets 360 UCAs points.

•	 In	the	last	3	years,	25%	of	ISM’s	IB	students	have	scored	35	IB	points	
or more, equal to 501+ UCAs point. An A Level student would need more 
than four grade As at A level to attain this.

•	 A	Grade	7	(top	grade)	in	IB	Diploma	higher	level	is	rated	by	UCAS	as	
superior to a grade A in A Level. But Diploma students usually take 6 
subjects. A Level students only take 3 or 4. 

i bet you didn’t know this
•	 IB	Diploma	students	are	more	than	twice	as	likely	to	enter	the	UK’s	

top 20 universities than A Level students

•	 IB	Diploma	students	are	over	30%	more	likely	to	obtain	a	first	
class degree in the UK than A Level students

•	 IB	Diploma	students	are	more	likely	to	obtain	an	upper	second	
class degree in the UK than A Level students

•	 The	median	salary	of	IB	Diploma	graduates	is	about	$2500	higher	
than that of A Level or equivalent graduates. 

•	 57%	of	UK	universities	believed	that	IB	diploma	students	had	an	
advantage in admission over A Level students

•	 The	majority	of	UK	universities	rate	the	IB	higher	than	A	Level	in	
areas of critical thinking, communication, self management, and 
motivation

•	 96%	of	UK	university	respondents	appreciated	broad	curricula	and	
liked this aspect of the IB Diploma. 

references:  
HEsA Research summary, 2011 (http://www.ibo.org/research/programmevalidation/
documents/HEsAResearchsummary_Final.pdf) 

Education news report, 2011 
(http://www.educationnews.org/ed_reports/education_organizations/155777.html)
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Deli, Café, & Boutique

self-catering cottages right on the ocean
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wireless internet
bicycles
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get away.
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BOARDInG
A big welcome to Rosemary Bango 
our new head of boarding     says Sue Jones

Rosemary actually joined 
IsM in August 2011 as 
a Primary Boarding par-

ent and a teacher of Economics 
and Humanities for our older stu-
dents. The last year has been very 
busy for her, as she’s taken under 
her wing all the boarders below 
the age of 12 and ensured that 
their daily needs are taken care 
of. From getting them up early for 
school in the morning to supervising mealtimes and homework, Rosemary is 
there for our youngest boarders as a loving and involved boarding parent.

Rosemary is Kenyan by birth and after graduating with a degree in educa-
tion in 1985 she started her teaching career working in the public secondary 
school system in Kenya. In 1999 she joined st Mary’s school nairobi a private 
IB school, where she taught Economics and Geography at Diploma level and 
the Humanities at lower levels.

she has spent many years working with youth of all ages at a variety of 
different levels as well as her own family of four children - Brenda, Edward, 
Beryl and Kevin, whom she brought up with late husband silvanus. Rosemary  
brings a wealth of experience to our boarding programme.

A DAY In THE LIFE 
OF BOARDER 

by Samuel M. Emmanuel,	D1	student

“Ngrrrrr	ngrrrr	ngrrr”,	I	respond	to	this	trill-
ing	alarm	clock	by	turning	my	face	to	the	
other	side,	reflect	for	about	a	minute	before	
jumping	off	my	bed	in	a	bit	of	a	hurry.	Oh!	
it	is	another	morning	and	I	have	to	face	a	
busy	school	day!.	It	normally	takes	me	at	most	twenty	five	minutes	to	wake	
up	and	get	ready.	Breakfast	starts	at	6.40am,	a	meal	that	no	boarder	would	
want	to	miss,	not	only	because	we	need	it	for	the	start	of	a	long	day	but	also	
because	it’s	very	good.

Classes	begin	at	7:35am	and	at	10:15	am	we	have	a	20	minutes	break	
and	a	chance	to	have	a	little	snack	with	fresh	fruit	juice,	milk,	tea	or	coffee.	
The	perfect	relief	from	a	three	hour	brain	straining	session	of	classes	and	a	
useful	meal	for	a	few	‘unlucky	boarders’	who	missed	breakfast.	After	snacks,	
classes	resume	until	12:35pm,	when	we	have	another	break,	one	of	my	fa-
vourites,	the	lunch	break!

Although	with	lots	of	fun,	afternoons	are	usually	as	busy	as	mornings,	
and	classes	end	at	3:00pm.	Twice	a	week	from	3:00	to	4:00pm	we	are	re-
quired	to	do	creative	and	community	service	activities.	Here,	we	get	a	chance	
to	affect	our	community	positively	and	explore	more	of	ourselves	that	we	are	
not	aware	of.	From	4:30	to	6:00	pm,	another	best	part	of	the	day,	there	is	a	
wide	range	of	sports	offered	from	badminton	to	rugby.	To	many,	this	is	the	
best	way	to	complement	what	we	learn	in	class	and	refresh	our	minds.	I	per-
sonally	play	football	and	tennis.	It	was	really	interesting	and	intriguing	to	see	
how	I	could	learn	and	manage	to	play	new	sports.	Then	after	a	tiring	hour	or	
more	of	exercise	we	have	dinner	at	6:00	pm.	Just	at	the	right	time!

After	a	delicious	energy-restoring	dinner,	we	have	to	go	back	to	our	rooms	
to	get	ready	for	some	evening	work.	From	7:00	to	9:15pm	we	have	study	hall.	
Study	hall	is	useful	and	productive	to	all,	but	mostly	Diploma	students.	It	is	
within	this	time	that	we	finish	all	our	home-work	and	do	some	private	study-
ing.	Study	hall	is	compulsory	for	all	boarders	so	everyone	is	usually	quiet	and	
seriously	working.	Many	people	prefer	to	work	in	the	rather	small,	but	spe-
cially	designed,	conducive	and	usually	quiet,	 IB	study	room,	although	with	
this	unusual	quietness,	any	place	should	do!	Students	have	a	choice	ranging	
from	their	individual	rooms	to	the	IT	centre	or	sometimes	in	boarding	common	
rooms	if	students	wish	to	study	in	groups.	Here	lies	perhaps	another	big	secret	
why	anyone	would	prefer	boarding	over	“day	life”,	In	boarding,	unlike	at	home,	
one	can	easily	concentrate	in	studies	because	study	hall	is	compulsory.	There	
are	no	distractions	during	study	hall.	It	also	means	one	can	easily	get	aca-
demic	help	from	boarding	parents,	teachers	on	campus,	or	fellow	students.	It	
is	simply	a	structure	that	prepares	us	to	be	successful	in	the	future!

At	9:15	when	study	hall	is	over,	we	get	some	snack	of	either	brownies,	jam	
rolls,	peanut	butter	sandwiches,	lemon	cakes	or	cassava	with	always,	fresh	
fruit	juice.	There	after,	we	are	allowed	to	go	out	and	socialize	with	all	other	
boarders.	Many	people	usually	hang	out	with	friends,	play	indoor	football,	pool	
or	ping-pong,	watch	TV,	go	swimming	for	fun	or	just	chill.	10:00	pm	is	diploma	
students’	curfew	time.	All	diploma	students	have	to	go	back	into	their	board-
ing	houses,	where	we	have	20	minutes	to	get	ready	for	bed.		As	the	boarding	
parent	wishes	everyone	a	good	night,	we	are	more	than	ready	to	go	to	bed.

 COMMUNiTY COMMUNiCATiON ENviRONMENT

 RESPECT RESPONSiBiLiTY

5 REAsONs tO jOiN ism bOARDiNG
   A home away from home on a beautiful campus

  A structured boarding programme  for ages 7 to 19

  Wide range of nationalities from over 28 countries

  Compulsory study hall with minimum distractions

  Guidance and pastoral care from Boarding parents

Rosemary’s vision for boarding
		That	the	boarding	environment	in	ISM	an	excellent	place	for	work,	academic	

growth,	play	and	interaction	with	others.	

		To	ensure	ISM	boarding	continues	to	be	a	place	where	learning	takes	place	in	a	
safe	collaborative	and	caring	environment.

		To	encourage	and	guide	boarders	to	be	responsible	in	their	attitudes	and	under-
standing	of	their	actions	so	that	they	are	socially,	culturally	and	ethically	sound.

		To	guide	boarders	towards	having	caring	relationships	and	a	sense	of	belonging	
with	their	peers.

		To	work	together	with	the	boarding	team	to	provide	stability	and	support	to	teen-
age	boarders	at	a	delicate	time	of	intense	emotional	and	cognitive	development.

		To	re-enforce	the	positive	behavior	system	already	in	place	so	that	boarding	
parents	can	monitor	students	behavior	and	ensure	parents	are	kept	up	to	date	
with	their	child’s	progress.

Rosemary is very keen to ensure all boarders own the ethos of the boarding 
programme emphasised through the pillars of Community, Communication, 
Environment, Respect and Responsibility.

The pillars of our Boarding  Programme 



Georgia O Keefe inspired flower by Joni Jones Bearcroft P2
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sUMMIT SPECTRuM

Both campuses were alive with projects on the arts 
this year. Primary inquired into many famous artists 
from Georgia O’Keefe to Picasso whilst the middle 

years tried their hand at portraiture. D2 were busy working 
on their final portfolios. Here’s the best of the best.

ARt tHROuGH 
tHE sCHOOL
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Taylor Mavroudis M4

Jaspreet Dhariwal D2

Muneeberahmnan Mahmoodi D2

Brian Mashiba D2



SPECTRuM
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Shazia Nagji D2
Rukiaya Nurbhai D2

Yuh Katsumi M3

Sarah Bjerre M3

Brian Mashiba D2



SPECTRuM
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Florence Martin D2

Tinga tinga style painting Solomon Anderson P3P4 Picasso inspired painting by  Maia and Salina P2
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This year our middle year students have been busy 
creating, experimenting with science, travelling to 
Lusaka to perform and taking action in the com-
munity.

COMMUnITY & sERVICE  
Arusha campus

On Arusha campus the expectation is that all MYP students are in-
volved in a variety of community experiences throughout their five 
years in the programme. Community & service is therefore an intrin-

sic part of our curriculum and we expect students to consider the elements 
of awareness, reflection and action whenever they are involved in a project. 
some examples of projects students have been involved in over the last few 
years are

•	 Interacting	with	state	run	schools	through	organising	football	matches,	
computer lessons, rubbish collection, games and English lessons.

•	 Within	our	own	school	community,	managing	parts	of	the	gardens	and	
designing for example the current healing garden, painting the rubbish 
bins and general service around the campus.

•	 Independent	community	services	like	assisting	Future	stars,	attending	
field trips involved with a community project, and helping run CCA’s with 
our younger students like the science club that Gina is currently running.

•	 Keeping	their	own	journals	detailing	how	they	are	contributing	
 and working on the personal project.

my World
Although my eyes droop,
A smile spreads across my cheeks
 I’ve arrived!
 I’m here!
I know this is my home
 and this
is where I belong

Our arrival time is early in the morningWe walk to our familiar breakfast cafe
 and my eyes no longer droop
I am no longer tired, for the excitement jingles in my body

so many privileges
I do not always have
I run to the bathroom
and gently lift the faucet
Clean, fresh water flows like a waterfallfilling the basin with new drops
I fill my mouth with the cold clear water I know I’m in no danger
 of ruining my teeth
I am in Holland
 nothing can harm me here

The days fly as I experience my holidayVisits to my grandparents and family
Busy days where I go shopping with my sisterBiking has no limit, no need to set a time,just a brief note of my whereabouts
 is fine

I stumble out of bed
and catch myself in the mirror
The image on the glass stared back at meMy reflection
As I looked into my eyes,
I realized I am not a person
I am a twin
I am parted in two places,
two worlds,
two countries,
yet I am still one.

When I am in one,
I will miss the other.
When I in the other,
I will miss the one.

Roos de Raadt,	M3

Flying
Flailing, falling

Leaves rustle, settling on the ground,

Making me feel stable and safe

Chirping, chirping

Birds unseen, popping out of grass

searching for remains

of food that was once brought

to you.
Dew drops, splish and splashing

falling onto blankets of green grass,

Reminds me of rain,

Reminds me of many years ago

The wind,

swooshing and swishing endlessly,

Rushing tirelessly and quickly,

through trees and tents,

Crinkling them,

And reminds me of flying
Shy Zwulun,	M2

 Here are two 
poems to enjoy from 

our MYP students
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The Performing Arts 

istA FEstivAL

EuREKA!
The science Fair is the culmination 
of 8 weeks of individual scientific re-
search carried out by our M3 classes.  
The process is a soft introduction 
to working independently on a large 
scale project in preparation for the 
MYP Personal Project which is un-
dertaken in M4/5.  They have to hone 
their time management, researching, 
report writing, referencing, independ-
ent thinking and presentation skills.  

The day of the science Fair is an 
ordeal for the students as they have 
to capture the interest of an audience 
ranging from our young primary stu-
dents to adults. They all put their heart 
and souls into their projects and spoke 
very confidently.  Well done!

This year our thriving drama kids took part in the International school’s 
Theatre Association in Lusaka, Zambia. We were fortunate to be able 
to take 15 enthusiastic and open-minded students from M3-D1 from 

both Moshi and Arusha campuses. The High school Festival was attended 
by 4 other international school’s from the region and was a chance to mix 
with other like-minded students. They all had a common purpose; to meet 
new people and embrace the artistic process with an open-mind. The differ-
ence between the group of children that got on the bus on Thursday and the 
ones we brought back was astounding. They had the opportunity to work with 
specialists from the world of theatre such as a Musical director from new 

York, a Lighting designer from Australia, an IB Theatre arts and shakespeare 
specialist and a Movement specialist. They worked with comedy, dance and 
acrobatics. However, the most humbling moment was on the saturday when 
each ensemble went to a different part of Lusaka and created drama in the 
community with the street kids. The theme was ‘Right in front of you’, as the 
70 students devised a piece of drama based on the book ‘The Red Tree’ by 
shaun Tan. The final performance was both inspiring and moving as a group 
of the street-kids joined them for the finale. We look forward to next years IsTA 
festival in Dares salaam which takes place from 30 november to 2 December.

sECOnDARY
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Moshi Campus Musical 2012 
“Gods Of the Caribbean”

A team of students participate in the 
model United nations conference in 
nairobi Paul Johnson reports

This yearly event held at the United nations Environment Programme 
headquarters in nairobi is a great opportunity for our students to meet 
and debate with other International students about issues that are 

global.
This was a very different expe-

rience for IsM students and they 
all rose to the challenge by being 
focused engaged and willing to learn 
and grow from the experience.

Over 1,000 students from 62 
schools in 8 countries attended this 
year, three of whom were from Tan-
zania. The personal and social devel-
opment available was really positive 
and allowed our group to develop a 
broader and more mature outlook on 
the world around them.

 

This year’s musical was a chance for our M1 – D2 students to partici-
pate in some Carribean flavour. Using the space at the end of K-Hall 
a three dimensional set allowed for the performance to take place 

on different levels as the Gods, the storytellers and the main protagonists 
battled with the will of the Gods. The Moshi students stepped up to the chal-
lenge of a producing a complicated musical and within 7 weeks created an 
performance that they can be very proud of. It is always wonderful to see how 
different members of the community pitch in to make a production happen. 
Parents donated plants, helped out with make-up, students gave up their 
weekends to paint and set up, all to make the ‘magic happen’. Thank you to 
all those people behind the scenes that contributed. Musicals, more so than 
plays can be hugely time-consuming. The biggest learning curve was prob-
ably the concept of commitment as the process is like a ladder, you can’t go 
up until you have consolidated each level. They had to give up weekend time 
and not only learn lines, but the music and often dance steps as well. Our 
students sung their hearts out and the smiles on their faces at the end as 
they swivelled round to make the symbol of Hope in a wonderful tree!



Thijs - the IsM surfer presenting 
his model surf board
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Our Personal projects
Jamaila Quinlan	reports	from	Moshi	Campus

Every year our M5 students are engaged in a long term project which marks 
the end of their 5 years in the Middle years programme. The Personal project 
is the culminating task of the Middle Years Programme and all M5 students 
have to complete this project in order to qualify for the MYP certificate at the 
end of the year.

At IsM, our students have been producing excellent pieces of work for 
the past years and every year it is with great pleasure that we as teach-
ers and coordinators witness the skills and talents of our young teenagers. 
I would like to commend all these students on their ability to sustain inter-
est in a project that lasts 8 months, in applying their personal experiences 
and research to their product and above all the enthusiasm 
with which they exhibit their products each year. This 
year, it was not different, we had a range of products 
that reflected each student’s unique talent. I was very 
proud to hear their presentations as they stood out as 
true MYP students displaying qualities of the learner 
profile. The M5 Personal Project exhibition was indeed 
a very colourful and exciting event as we can witness by 
the photos.

Neema’s sense of responsibility towards her community is translated in her product:
“A brochure geared towards women of her village on Child nutrition’’

Emma - Dealing with her emotions!!!  
“Teenage Emotions’’

Lilian- using her knowledge to meet the needs 
of her community!!!

Raghav	- sober look with his model showing a 
environmentally friendly water heater!!!

Ruth - “A Blackboard 
without chalk’’- the hear 

felt message of Ruth about 
the strife of young girls in 

her village. An excellent CD 
creating awareness of the 

conditions of young women.

upendo - Our future 
designer presenting a 
fusion of western and 
African style!!!

Judith - Taking her passion 
for poetry on an International 

level - ‘’Teenage Matters’’

Rafikiel - explores 
her hidden talent in 
pottery.
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OUTDOOR PURsUITs

bush Craft
A new addition to the OP stable is 

the introduction of Bush crafts. 
This will serve to enhance students un-
derstanding of conservation, develop 
knowledge on eco-tourism, environ-
mental and animal conservation and 
anti-poaching, as well as traditional 
bush-craft skills like fire lighting and 
cooking, tracking, local bush medicines 
and group dynamic leadership. 

Our first ‘Bush Craft’ camp took 
place in 2012, on the slopes of West 
Kilimanjaro, Siha District. Students had 
the opportunity to go bush walking with 
guides and rangers, join a game drive, 
experience a Masai boma and observe 
animals and birds. Additionally students 
were able to practise and try out field 
first aid. All these experiences were re-
corded in their field logbooks.

Out door Pursuits goes from 
strength to strength 

report Michael Hooke and Theron Tate

The future of outdoor pursuits looks very bright as we welcomed 38 
new students into the program this year.  These young students 
showed enthusiasm, strength and a great understanding of the 

teamwork necessary to succeed on the mountain. From Mount Meru to 
Mount Kilimanjaro and down to the Pares mountains you could find stu-
dents from Arusha and Moshi taking to the trail.  Our students also had 
the opportunity to take trips to West Kili and ngorongoro Conservation 
Area as Mr. Hooke our Arusha OP coordinator led them on our first Bush-
craft trips.  A successful outing to ndarakwai camp gave students some 
basic knowledge in Bush medicine, ecology, tracking and building fires.   

This year we were unable to summit Uhuru peak as a snowstorm 
forced us to turn back at Kibo Hut.  This didn’t dampen the mood of our 
students who hiked 25 kilometres, with full packs, to get home.  Con-
gratulations to our students and chaperones for a great year of Outdoor 
Pursuits.  
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STA Travel is the world leader in cheap airfares for Students and Teachers. No need 
to  hitchhike anymore - Call 2125190 or email info@escape-tanzania for a great deal.

STA Travel is the world leader in cheap airfares for Students and Teachers. No need to 
hitchhike anymore - Call 2125190 or email info@escape-tanzania.com for a great deal.



 Over 50 years experience arranging 
Kilimanjaro climbs - all routes

 Country hotel and safe camp-site 
with full amenities

 Relax by the pool set in extensive 
tropical gardens

 Daytrips to waterfalles, cultural sites 
and game parks

Marangu Hotel
PO Box 40, Moshi, Tanzania
Tel: 255 27 2756594/2756361
Fax: 255 27 2756591
email: info@maranguhotel.com
www.maranguhotel.com
or ask your African travel specialist 
to book Marangu Hotel- and much more
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All about our sports 
Our PE department and school have a central aim of pro-
viding a supportive and positive sporting culture within IsM. 
Every child has the opportunity to participate in sport at a 
level appropriate for the individual.

PE lessons have a game centred focus that utilizes games as 
a learning tool. The aim is to increase motivation and develop 
tactical and strategic thinking, sports specific skill and cel-
ebrate performance.

It was a bumper year for sports 
says Theron Tate

This past year was a successful one for the student athletes of IsM.  
We got off to a great start with our Tanzanian International Athlet-
ics event in Arusha.  Our two campuses competed as one team and 

impressed with a second place finish.  In early December we welcomed 7 
schools from the Kilimanjaro, Arusha and Dar regions to Moshi for sports 
Weekend.  From the swim gala, to the Basketball tournaments, to the softball 
and rugby tournaments, over 400 student participants competed.  IsM had a 
strong showing throughout the weekend as we won 6 tournaments and had 
over 130 students competing.

IsM’s top performance of the 2011/12 sports year came in the pool though.  
During the st. Constantine’s Tanzanian International swim gala a combined 
Moshi and Arusha team left the competition in their wake as they swam away 
with a convincing first place finish.  Our P1 – D2 came together to show why, 
no matter how young or old, we are the Leopards!  
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LAsT WORD

A biG FAREWELL
This year sees us lose two members staff who 

have been with the school for a combined 46 years! 
Rosemary	Davidson has been at the Arusha campus since the early days 

in Haillie selassie in town. Originally our P1 teacher, she moved to EC 
for a few years and then become our EsL teacher with a brief interlude of 
LAMDA as well. Every child who has joined our campus with little or no Eng-
lish has emerged from Rosemary’s room several months later able to commu-
nicate fluently in English Language. It’s like magic. Rosemary’s contribution 
to the school has been enormous, not only through her teaching but also 
the wise, calm and unflappable creator of literally 100’s of costumes for our 
school productions. The students she’s ushered out onto the stage will never 
forget her input nor the hours dedicated to ensuring everyone gave a star 
performance. Oh my goodness what are we going to do without Rosemary? 
Thank you so much for being such a star yourself. Enjoy the UK and we’ll see 
you soon won’t we?

Around the World in One Career. 
What	a	life. Mirjam Berghuis tells us about 

being	an	International	teacher.

“Hard to believe that at the end of this 
school year I’ll have been teaching 
for 12 years.  some days I feel like 

I’ve been doing this forever, some days I feel like 
I just graduated and am only just beginning. It’s 
an incredibly rewarding career that I absolutely 
love yet quite a roller-coaster ride at times.  

I loved teaching in Canada; I didn’t leave to 
escape. My husband, Andrew, and I wanted a nice two year adventure and 
then we were going to settle down, buy a house and maybe have a child or 
two. Well, we have the house (although my sister lives in it) and we have the 
two children but I’m not so sure many would consider us “settled”.  

That two year adventure turned into a four year stay in a beautiful coun-
try full of incredible people with amazing hearts. Yemen was our first home 
away from home. There we taught the AP (Advanced Placement) programme 
as well as a curriculum designed around the concept of Mastery Learning.  
sana’a International school encouraged us to be creative in the classroom 
and try something new.  Our director gave us “Get Out of Jail Free” cards dur-
ing our first staff meeting explaining that if we weren’t making mistakes, we 
probably weren’t taking risks. A great philosophy but we both really wanted to 
work at an IB school so we started looking again. 

Our next step found us in Freeport, The Bahamas. Two years at the beach 
sounded like a great idea. The country had dependable health care and was 
a short flight from Canada. It seemed ideal.  We worked with a great staff 
and enjoyed the predictable weather and our new friends were lovely but the 
philosophy was slightly different.  During our first staff meeting our jobs were 
compared to those of a brain surgeon and an air-traffic controller – no room 
for error then? Great. I found teaching Key stages and IGCsE to be a bit sti-
fling. The IB Diploma Programme though, was rigorous and seemed more 
authentic in its approach. We learned a lot but we knew we wanted more.

Both sets of grandparents were really hopeful that we’d give up this over-
seas lifestyle and come back north.  It was tempting.  We told ourselves, “If 
we don’t get a job at a school we really like, we’ll pack up and go back with in-
credible memories and experiences.”  Then we got a call.  International school 
Moshi. Interesting. A school with great heritage well known internationally. 
Excellent. Great climate and the most amazing places to explore. Wonderful.

Enter the MYP. Of all the programmes followed so far, this one has grabbed 
me most. When teaching a language, you tend to have those standard units 
and themes you fall back on.  How many of us sat through a unit on “Food” or 
“Travel” when in school?  I teach those units.  Thankfully, many of the units 
in the French programme are no longer simply lists of vocabulary words and 
a grammatical concept or two loosely tied together to form a “meaningful” 
unit. We ensure that curriculum content is authentic, useful and grounded in 
some practicality.  

Looking back at where I started, I feel I’ve come a long way. I used to 
consider myself a bit of an expert on the Ontario Curriculum and its schools.  I 
mean, I did teach there for three whole years at the ripe old age of 24 but the 
longer you do this, the more you realize you know so little.    In reality, I don’t 
have much of a clue anymore how things go back home.   I’m out of touch with 
the system and the country; all my professional development has been geared 
towards learning new teaching methods not practiced in my old school.  

so, what does a dozen years really add up to? 7 different types of cur-
riculum to match the 7 houses we’ve lived in, roughly 700 student names to 
learn, 4 countries in 3 continents, 227 300 km flown to see family, countless 
new friends made and many friendships weakened by time and distance. My 
parents drop enormous hints about our return and my relationship with my 
extended family isn’t as strong as it used to be.  This job will do that.

Where do we go next? Do we give the 45th parallel another go?  It’s hard to 
say. I’m tired of packing boxes and selling appliances because we’re moving to 
a different voltage system (again). I wish we had reliable internet and weren’t 
separated by an 8 hour time difference.  It would be nice to live in a home I own 
but then I might have to cut my own lawn. I’ve seen real poverty, experienced 
culture shock, have been a minority and have had to learn to do with less.  It’s 
been the best Professional Development money can buy. I love it.

sandra…you can’t leave       yells an old friend

Errr…excuse ME! Here comes Sandra! sandra has a big voice and a 
matching big personality. she arrived in Moshi when the guardian weekly 

was used as toilet paper and if you wanted sodas you had to drive to the 
Kenya boarder. Moshi will never be quite the same without her energy and 
enthusiasm, and her cheerful:  ‘Oh Hello.’  sandra has become part of the 
furniture on Moshi campus and over many years of hard work she has played 
many different roles.  Of course sandra- the- Maths teacher is the most obvi-
ous, she is an accomplished teacher whose has touched the lives of many in 
her dedication to helping her students achieve their best at this sometimes 
difficult part of the curriculum. she has given confidence to many who have 
struggled with Mathematics and enabled them to achieve success. sandra 
-the- CAs Coordinator is well known in the local community and this has 
helped her to run the programme so successfully, enriching the lives of our 
students and those they interact with. As the founder and lifelong member 
of the Flat Earth society, climbing mountains is not sandra’s thing, but bush 
trips are, and over the years many students and teachers have had memo-
rable experiences on one of sandra’s trips.  Examinations Officer in the times 
of IGCsEs, Hard Labour organiser, sandra-the- sports personality (especially 
netball and tennis), the school bank manager, the Christmas fair organiser, 
sandra-on-stage, M4/5 coordinator….the list is never ending.  sandra has 
touched the lives of many and she will leave a deep void on Moshi Campus 
and she will be sorely missed.  Thank You, and enjoy life at the beach.
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INTERNATIONAL
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
MULTICULTURAL
ATHLETIC
IDEAL
As the first IB boarding school in Africa with over 40 years experience, 
more than 94% of students at International School Moshi have gone on 
to university or further education. Plus, our boarders live in a safe and 
structured environment so there’s time to learn, grow and make new 
friends. We’re competitively priced too!

No worries. No more traffic. Ideal

Isn’t it time you joined us?

To find out more about boarding or day school at the International School Moshi 
campuses in Arusha and Moshi, visit www.ismoshi.org or 
email director@ismoshi.org, moshi@ismoshi.org or arusha@ismoshi.org

A premier IB boarding & day school in Africa

www.ismoshi.org


